Aerodynamic Effects of Blade Positive Sweep in Axial Flow Cascades
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ABSTRACT

In this work, the effects of sweep applied to rotor of axial flow turbomachines were investigated by means of applying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools. Low-aspect-ratio rotors of positive sweep (PSW) have been studied and compared to unswept datum (USW) rotors, at one flow rate and different spanwise locations. Comparative studies have been carried out on positive sweep and upswept rotors at the design flow rate, by means of developing structured fully hexahedral mesh of the entire computational domain. The structured meshing technique offers the moderation of cell number and skewness, and makes possible cost-effective CFD investigations. Investigations of inlet and outlet flows field were carried out at the design flow rate.

It was pointed out that the efficiency for the positive sweep rotor is deteriorated near the tip and near the hub at the design point.
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1. Introduction

In the turbomachinery manner, blade positive sweep may possibly give opportunity to control the flow and to demonstrate the impact of blade positivity on rotor aerodynamics, thus contributing to a more comprehensive understanding of the effects of consequences. This paper presents an investigation using computer codes for studying the blade sweep positivity effects on the Three-Dimensional (3-D) flow of axial fan. A comparative investigation using a computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool for Positive Sweep (PSW) and Unswept (USW) blades is carried out. Figure 1 shows the front views of these blades.
Low-aspect-ratio rotor of \textbf{PSW} sweep has been studied and compared to unswept datum rotor, at the design flow rate and different spanwise locations. Sweep is a non-radial blade stacking technique. Sweep is forward or backward if a blade section at a given radius is upstream or downstream of the adjacent blade section at lower radius respectively, and termed positive or negative if a blade section under consideration is upstream or downstream of the adjacent inboard blade section, respectively \cite{1}.

In the literature, several studies have been carried out for axial flow turbomachinery in order to investigate the effect of backward or forward sweep on the 3-D flow of axial fan. These studies have focused on the interblade and downstream flow phenomena e.g. Yamaguchi et al. \cite{2}. Others report negligible effects of pure positive sweep on the upstream flow field, as in Clemen et al. \cite{3}. Few researches focused on the pure positive sweep of the turbomachinery rotors. Therefore, lack of information appears in the literature concerning positive sweep rotor designs. This has made some difficulty to compare with the results of other research projects. According to Braembussche and Vad \cite{1}, no generally valid concept for aerodynamically optimum prescription of blade sweep angle along the span has been published in the open literature.

The study presented here contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the positive sweep effects. The aim is to provide some answers not presented by the available literature. This study provides a comparative study between \textbf{USW} and \textbf{PSW} rotors using CFD tools. The numerical simulation was carried out using ANSYS Student Release 17.2, the code is a state-of-the-art computer programs for modelling fluid flow in complex geometries, using Finite Volume Method (FVM).
Some assumption used in this work such as: the flow is considered steady state, incompressible, with swirl-free inlet, no entrance guide vane and negligible heat transfer.

2. **Blade positive sweep geometry**

The stacking line (SL) is the line passing through the centres of gravity of the blade airfoil sections enclosed in cylindrical stream tubes. The chord line is the straight line connecting the two points of leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE) of each blade section. Blade sweep is known as technique of non-radial blade stacking. Sweep can be provided if the blade sections of a datum blade of radial stacking line (RS) are displaced parallel to the chord [4] as sketched in **Figure 2a**. A blade is swept forward (FSW) or backward (BSW) at a given radius if the blade sections of a radially stacked datum blade are shifted parallel to their chord in such a way that a blade section under consideration is upstream or downstream of the neighbouring blade section at lower radius, respectively [5], Sweep is said to be positive near an endwall when a blade section under consideration is upstream of the adjacent inboard section, as shown in **Figure 2**.

![Blade positive sweep geometry](image)

**Fig. 2.** Sweep direction and schematic drawing for PSW

In this case study, reference [6] is taking as preliminary reference. The rotor blade sections has C4 (10%) profile along the entire span, with circular arc camber lines. The Reynolds number (Re) determined using speed of blade tip, characteristic length of chord tip and the kinematical viscosity of air at 20 °C is approx. 1.074x10⁶.
Taking the reference velocity \( (u_{ref}) \) as the tangential velocity of the blade tip \( (u_t) \), the global flow coefficient \( (\Phi_D) \) is defined as the area-averaged axial velocity in the annulus divided by \( u_{ref} \). Hub-to-tip ratio \( (\nu) \) is defined as the ratio of blade hub diameter to the blade tip diameter, while the tip clearance \( (\tau) \) is defined as the ratio of rotor tip clearance to the blade span. The main fan characteristics are summarised in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Main fan characteristics[6]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casing diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub-to-tip ratio ( \nu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor blade count ( N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tip clearance ( \tau ) (%span)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow coefficient ( \Phi_D )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rotor blades are arranged in such a way that, the blades are assembled in an annular cascade with cylindrical and part of spherical as well as cylindrical casing, as shown in Figure 3.

In this study, to create positive sweep the blade sections are swept upstreamly from the middle of the blade span to the both endwalls by 3.5 degree.

3. CFD technique

The CFD investigations were carried out by using the commercial available finite-volume ANSYS-17.2 code. 3-D geometry was constructed by split volumes and meshed using multiblocks structured grids. This technique used to provide hexahedral meshes for the whole geometry of both rotors. It must be noted as Wenneker stated that, discretization of the flow equations on unstructured grids is considered to be more difficult than on structured grids [7]. 2-D structured meshes take place in two essential forms H-grids and C-grids. With consideration of periodicity, one computation domain instead of all geometry has
been created to avoid the mesh size and time consuming. Typical computational domain for USW rotor is presented in Figure 4.

![Typical computational domain for USW rotor](image)

Fig. 4. Typical computational domain for USW rotor

The domains extend to approx. 7 and 4 midspan axial chord lengths in the axial direction upstream and downstream of the rotor blading, respectively. The coordinates of domain in x-axis started from (-1750 to 2000 mm). Sector shape is inlet face with 30 degree central angle. Cone and hub sectors with one blade in the middle of the domain are provided next to the downstream of inlet face.

### 3.1 Boundary Conditions

- **Inlet boundary condition**: the inlet is set as a velocity inlet with magnitude of 9.2 [m/s]. The flow direction is parallel to the rotational x-axis.
- **Wall boundary condition**: the blade, hub and outer cassing have been defined as wall.
- **Outlet boundary condition**: outflow is used for the condition of outlet boundary.
- **Interior boundary condition**: the remaining part of the domain is set as default interior and the air fluid is applied with density of 1.225 kg/m³.
- **Periodic condition**: all the side surfaces of the domain are defined as rotational periodic.

The standard \( k-\epsilon \) model with enhanced wall treatment has been used as the turbulence model. The nondimensional wall normal cell size y+ values mostly fell within the range of 30 to 100, which agreeable with the requirements of the applied law of the wall. The discretisation of the convective momentum and turbulent quantity fluxes were carried out for both rotors by the second Order Upwind method. Typical computations required approximately 5000 iterations. The solutions were considered converged when the scaled residuals reached to \( 10^{-8} \).
3.2 Meshing
To provide hexahedral meshes, the domain has been spitted to 31 volumes for both rotors and meshed using multiblocks structured grids. Biswas and Strawn stated that, hexahedral meshes provide a more accurate solution than their tetrahedral counterparts for the same number of edges [8], in this work; all the volumes have been meshed by the method of “Cooper”. The most of the domain was meshed with “Hexahedral” structured meshing. Before starting with 3-D meshing, two types of grid meshing are applied in 2-D topology, C-type meshing applied for the vicinity of blade LE and TE, whereas H-type applied in most of the left. Dense meshing near the blade LE and TE as well as near the hub and tip is applied as in work of Kamenik et al [9]. The structured grid is usually applied to a relatively simple configuration. However, the swept blade geometry is being considered as a relatively complex design, in which a result of applying 3-D annular cascade instead of linear cascade. The total number of cells for USW and PSW rotor are 498889 and 469410 hexahedral cells, respectively. To develop annular cascade configuration and to take advantages of the periodicity, boundary condition of periodicity for one domain was applied, so that each meshing points and arrangement of each periodic face were created just identical with corresponding matching face. Acceptable equiangle skewness of cell volume was achieved; the maximum skewness values are 0.82 and 0.75 for USW and PSW rotors, respectively.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Comparative flow survey of PSW and USW rotors at design flow rate
Results of valuable analysis by means of CFD technique for a comparison between PSW and USW rotors can be achieved, which is the purpose of this section.

Pitchwise averaged data
The inlet and outlet planes have positioned closely to the blade at the axial direction of -20% and 113% midspan axial chord, respectively, where the zero axial position indicates the LE at midspan as shown in Figure 5a. Another investigations located at the spanwise locations of 20%, 50% and 90% measured from the hub are shown in Figure 5b. The flow field will be surveyed at these five locations where significant 3-D results of the fluid mechanical behaviour can be achieved.
The reference velocity \((u_{ref})\) or \((u_t)\) in [m/s] can be defined as blade tip speed \(= (d_t \pi n)\) where, \(d_t\) is the blade tip diameter and \(n\) is the rotor speed (in revolutions per second). The definition of local flow coefficient \((\phi)\) is the ratio of axial velocity \((v_x)\) to \(u_t\).

**Figure 6a** shows the distribution of local inlet axial velocity at the inlet plane and **Figure 6b** presents the spanwise distribution of pitchwise-averaged values for outlet axial velocity. **Figure 6b** indicates the two rotors having nearly similar pitch-averaged outlet axial velocity performance; which is possibly due to the small sweep angle. It was observed, that in **Figure 6a**, PSW decreases inlet axial velocity near the tip at PS, this acts to reduce the axial velocity downstream of the inlet especially at pressure side (PS) and blade LE as it is visible on the **Figure 7**.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5. Location of results**

**Fig. 6. Inlet and outlet of axial velocity coefficients.**
The definition of ideal total pressure rise coefficient ($\psi_{id}$) is $\psi_{id} = \Delta h_{id} / (\rho u_{ref}^2 / 2)$. Where, $\Delta h_{id} = \rho r \omega v_{a2}$, $v_{a2}$ is the tangential pitchwise mass-averaged tangential velocity, $r$ is radial coordinate, $\omega$ is rotor angular speed and $\rho$ is the air density. For inviscid flow, the ideal total pressure rise ($\psi_{id}$) of turbomachines is assumed swirl-free inlet flow according to the Euler equation. Also according to effects of the so called “controlled vortex design (CVD)” in both rotors, the ideal total pressure rises gradually increased along the blade spanwise especially above midspan, the ideal total pressure rise increases significantly at TE of the PSW which is due to the blade positivity, as visibly shown in Figure 8a. As zhang et al.[10] concluded that, the pressure fluctuation of forward sweep blade is decreased while the pressure fluctuation of backward sweep blade is increased, likewise to our case that, PSW blade tip acts to increase ideal total pressure rise near the casing compared to USW as shown in Figure 8b, this is due to decreasing the axial velocity at higher radii especially at the blade pressure side. However, PSW reduces ideal total pressure compared to USW along the spanwise except near the blade tip.

The definition of the local total pressure rise coefficient ($\psi$) is $\Delta h / (\rho u_{ref}^2 / 2)$, where $\Delta h$ is the pitchwise mass-averaged local total pressure rise. The local total efficiency ($\eta$) and total pressure loss coefficient ($\omega$) can be defined as $\eta = \psi / \psi_{id}$ and $\omega = \psi_{id} - \psi$, respectively. Figure 9b shows the local total efficiency ($\eta$) profiles along the span. By employing the positivity of sweep, the total local efficiency is observed to be decreased compared to the unswept rotor. PSW
blade sweep showed reduced local efficiency especially at lower the midspan and close to the blade tip, this is due to the increased ideal total pressure rise and increased losses where the aerodynamic benefits of blade positivity would be expected on the basis of Clemen and Stark[4]. Furthermore, the local total efficiency is found almost similar to USW within the range of 70% to 85% of the spanwise otherwise. PSW exhibits the worst local total efficiency, especially at the part of the blade tip in suction side (SS) as shown in Figure 9a. It is pointed out that the local efficiency for PSW rotor is deteriorated near the tip which considered as a disadvantage of applying positive blade rotor at the case of design flow rate.

![Figure 9a: Local total efficiency](image)

**Fig. 9.** Local total efficiency.

Increased total pressure loss for both rotors was found for both rotors above 80 percent span due to the existing tip clearance. At the blade tip, developing the local losses can be exist, the reason is that due to the combined effects of endwall tip-clearance, re-arrangement of the axial velocity and increased ideal total pressure rise, and can further increase by existing of positive sweep near the endwalls especially at SS, as shown in Figure 10. Clemen and Stark mentioned that, increased losses can be expected near the endwall in the case of negative sweep, due to opposite tendencies. By this means negative sweep and positive sweep can cause the shift of blade load toward the LE and toward the TE near the endwall, respectively [4]. By applying the positivity of sweep, the local total pressure loss observed to be increased at the blade tip, this causes to increase losses and decrease local total efficiency at the endwall.

![Figure 10: Total pressure loss coefficient](image)

**Fig. 10.** Total pressure loss coefficient
5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of positive sweep applied to rotor of axial flow turbomachines using CFD tools. In this work, it is concluded that, the PSW rotor exhibits the lowest local total efficiency along the entire span, especially near the blade tip and near the hub at the design point, whereas USW exhibits the highest local total efficiency along the entire span. It is pointed out generally that positive sweep gives a potential near-tip to increase of losses.

These results, therefore, demonstrate that the PSW rotor is considered as a disadvantage of applying positive blade rotor at the design flow rate. Since, there is a deterioration of efficiency by using positive sweep near the tip and near the hub. It is recommended that, other investigations on a negative sweep should be carried out.
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